Platform Data Sheet for Commodity Brokers

Commodity brokers can grow revenues by deploying single dealer platforms utilizing materialx.
Reach underserved markets, engage with new customers, and better serve existing customers
without building new in-house systems.

materialx is the powerful and intuitive platform that enables your customers to engage in hedging of raw material price risks.
By deploying materialx, you provide them the ability to evaluate, negotiate, execute, and track their hedging positions without
requiring an expensive back ofﬁce operation.
This state of the art platform is for forward thinking brokers that wish to engage with consumers and producers through a digital
medium that increases participation, transparency, and traceability, all without the need to build new in-house systems.

Intuitively simulate pricing scenarios and clearly visualize outcomes

The platform is conﬁgurable and can be customized to a broad range of requirements:
Commodities: materialx allows transactions in any commodities or raw materials.
Contract Types: The platform supports a variety of ﬁnancially settled contracts, such as ﬁxed price swaps or options. All
contracts are presented with the same unparalleled clarity of outcomes under different pricing scenarios, and in easily
understandable language.
Branding and White Labeling: The materialx platform can be offered under a white label, where brokers can deﬁne the branding
of all user interfaces, messaging, and other value added services offered on the platform.
Compliance and Record Keeping: Brokers can adjust proposal terms, negotiation steps, and execution methods to ﬁt business
processes and communication protocols. materialx maintains strict record keeping of all negotiation steps for compliance
purposes.
Integration with Existing Systems: Brokers can exchange data between the materialx platform and legacy control, risk, and back
ofﬁce systems via APIs that facilitate push / pull data in real time, or by conﬁgurable scheduled reports.
Broker Interactions: Brokers can complement existing delivery channels by deploying custom tailored platforms based on
materialx technology that incorporate broker assistance, guidance, and relationship management tools.

materialx is a robust platform that addresses all technical aspects required for smooth deployment:

Cloud Based: Microservices based architecture on AWS designed for dynamic scaling and load balancing that can handle
thousands of concurrent users.
Web Based: Access via a secure web based application. Built using modern web technologies, supported on all current browsers.
No software installation is required.
Secure: User administration and logins managed using a designated authentication service that follows strict policies including
two factor authentication. Platform data, including all personal information and transaction information, is encrypted both in
transit and at rest.
Managed Service: materialx is offered as a managed service solution, allowing brokers to focus on generating more business
opportunities, instead of worrying about software development, maintenance, lifecycle management or IT support.

Tracking of executed price risk hedging contracts is easily understandable with unprecedented transparency

Contact Net Alpha to learn how your organization can deploy the state of
the art materialx platform to engage underserved markets and enhance
the customer experience of your existing client base.

info@n-alpha.com
www.n-alpha.com

Disclosures: Net Alpha Financial Systems, LLC (“Net Alpha”) is a technology company which develops, owns, and supports software products
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